
Japan Platform for Migrant Workers 

towards Responsible and Inclusive SocietyKey initiatives of JP-MIRAI

JP-MIRAI Assist (Pilot Project 2022)
① Contribute to the establishment of a human rights due diligence framework and 

② create a model case for a remedy scheme.
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① JP-MIRAI Portal (app)
- Provide information in 9 languages and listen to 
workers’ voices

- A site for mutual support that connects migrants with
Japanese people (JP-MIRAI Friends services)

② Consultation deks (JP-MIRAI Assist)
A consultation service available in 9 languages for simple 
issues. Consultation services for various issues related to 
problems such as residence, medical welfare, daily life, 
education, labor, and taxes and social security.

(3) Guiding support (JP-MIRAI Assist)
For concerns that are difficult for migrant workers to 
resolve on their own, or cases that are at high risk of 
becoming more serious, the service offers (1) guiding 
support via telephone and (2) face-to-face guiding 
support.

(4) Support for using the Tokyo Bar 
Association ADR
Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) for migrant workers 
established by the Tokyo Bar Association is available 
when a labor-management issue turns into a dispute. 
Interpretation and other support is provided.
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Implementation outline (in brief)

Period: 1 year from May 2022
(full-scale implementation planned from FY2023)

Targets: Migrant workers associated with 
participating companies and affiliated corporations 

(for any person working in Japan, regardless of status of residence; 

inquiries from Japanese nationals are also accepted)

Available languages: 9
English, Chinese, Vietnamese, Tagalog, 
Indonesian, Myanmar, Portuguese, Spanish, 
and Japanese

Participation fees (tax included; as of January 2023):
 Companies with up to 1,500 eligible migrant 

workers: 1,650,000 yen(≒12,500USD)
 Small and medium‐sized enterprises: 

165,000 yen(≒1,250USD)

Link: JP-MIRAI Consultation and Remedy Pilot Project (corporate lot) -

Japan Mirai

Contact: JP-MIRAI Service
email:  info@jp-mirai.or.jp Telephone: 03-6261-5539
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https://jp-mirai.org/jp/jp-mirai%e7%9b%b8%e8%ab%87%e3%83%bb%e6%95%91%e6%b8%88%e3%83%91%e3%82%a4%e3%83%ad%e3%83%83%e3%83%88%e4%ba%8b%e6%a5%ad%ef%bc%88%e4%bc%81%e6%a5%ad%e3%83%ad%e3%83%83%e3%83%88%ef%bc%89/
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